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Dear Mr. Rogers

The objectives of the Desert locust Survey and the Desert locust Control
are implicit in their titles: to gather the knowledge necessary ultimately to
solve the problem of desert locust nlagues, and more immediately to minimize
the damage of the insect to cros in East Africa and other areas. Th.e protection
of the crops of ast Africa from .ocusts involves operations and research
throughout a geographical area considerably larger than. the three territories
together. The far greater part of ocust control and survey efforts is carried
out in northeastern Africa and warts of the Middle ast. AI of the farmlands
of East Africa are potentially in danger from desert locust Fagues, one of
which in 1928-1929 reached southward through the three territories amost
to the border of Portuguese ast Africa. The program to prevent by scientific
means the repeated devastation of crops is of concern to a the East African
territories, each of which is primarily deoendent upon a.riculture for its
sustenance and trade. The extent of the roblem is illustrated by the fact
that the operations and/or advice of the Survey and Control were effected
during the year 192 in Persia, Saudi Arabia, libya, Oman, Kuweit, Eritrea,
Aden, Somaliland Protectorate, Somalia, thiopia and E.enys.

An ast African Anti Locust Directorate was established in ]94, as a

Joint organizatiou, financed by H.M. Government, Kenya, Ugauda and Tanganyika
to combat locust invasions then threatening East Africa. At the incewtion
of the High Commission the Directorate became cue of the services scheduled
to be administered by it. Though immediste threat of invasiou did not exist
at the time, it was felt that a survey of the habitat and habits of the inect
should be observed to determine the areas and times of swarming and intensive
breeding. The Desert ocust Survey was evolved for this ourose out of the oSd
Directorate and was financed for a neriod of five years by a C.D.&W. rant and
contributions from the Governments of East Africa, ritrea, SomaSiud, Somalia,
and Trlpolitania (now Yibya).

After the work of the Survey had indicated the nossibility o an invasion
in 190, approval was iven, at discussions attended by the aready concerned
representatives and by representatives from gypt, thiopia, and Italy, for the
creatiou of the Desert locust Control. This ornizatiou was to be a mobile
force to prevent or to combat the invasions, set uF for a fu sce efort
to last thre years and an additiona two years with a herbals smaller force
for "mopping up." The Control organization was originally rnned to have two
senior officers and a clerca staff of eight officers at its Nairobi head-
quarters. The headquarters Zroup subsequently was enlarged to iucude twenty-
two officers, with the increase explained as being necessary because o the



increased paperwork and accounting necessary by peacetime standards. (The
earlier wartime organization had operated with military assistance under war-
time accounting procedures.) A the end of ]992 the Control Force alone
numbered I2 officers ad was operatinG A79 motor vehicles and two aircraft.

As "scientific and research services" the Desert locust Survey and the
Desert l.ocust Control Organization come under the Administrator, in his capacity
as one of the Principal xecut.ive Officers of the High Commission, answering
regardin administrative matters through him to the High Commission. Scientific
and operational control of these s@rvices, particularly of the Control organi-
zation is exercised to a great degree by committees and executive arrangements
more representative of the diverse contributors of financial support. An
Advisory Committee meets annually to discuss policy and drew p draft estimates,
leavln[, the day to day oversight to a smaller Executive Committee. After the
inception and initial growth of the Control organization demands uon the
time of the mainly voluntary membership of the xecutive Committee became
excessive and orovision for more executive control and decision from within
the Organization was made through the appointment of two senior officers.

The Survey includes, besides a Headquarters at Nairobl with administrative
offices and facilities for the direction of anti-locust meaeures staffed by
some lO Europeans, a field laboratory in ritrea, a unit investigating hopper
behavior, two basic (topographical, botannical, etc.) reconnaissance units,
mobile specialized units investigating the behavior and movements of adult
locusts, and various ad hoc units to conduct field research and exnerlments,
such as the group which tested the successful aircraft insecticide spraying
methods near Wajir in 192.

The Control organization has a headquart.ers at Nairobi, staffed by some
22 officers. Opera%ions are directed by the Chief locust Officer, executive
and financial matters being the charge of a second enior officer. The head-
quarters functions are sectionalized under headings of finance, staff, transnort,
stores and records. Five maor field stations are sread throughout the areas
where most control operations are affected in Aden, Eritrea, Ethionla, Saudi
Arabia, and the Somaliland Protectorate, each with a Senior locust Officer,
an Administrative Officer, an Accountant and Transport Officer; two smaller
bases are in Kuwait and Omen, each in charge of an Administrative Officer.

The total staff list at the end of ]92 indicated the following nostings:
Staff for specific

Location General Staff rsearc tasks
Survey headquarters I0
Control headquarters
Saudi Arabia 22
thiopia 20
Eritrea
East Africa 2 4
Somaliland Protectorate 9
Aden lO 2
Oman 2
Kuwait 2
Somalia
Tripolitania 2
Attached to Anti-Iocust Research Centre, london 2

I2 17



In addition 18 personnel including one research officer were listed as being
on vacation leave, sick leave, or pending posting.

The physical plant of the unit, besides the bi]dings, offices and
housing of the various headquarters and field grouFs, included at the end
of 192 TO motor vehicles, 6,90 tons of bran bait, yaO tons of insecticide,
and I spraying and dusting machines distributed throughout the operational
areas.

The exrenditures of the East African Anti-locust Directorate in 98
totalled 6,88, including 27,AO spent on the ]97/198 Anti-locust Campaign
and 9,O8 recurrent expenditure on the roosed Desert locust Survey. Expendi-
tures of the East African Desert locust Survey in 99 and 9O were as folos:

Administrative Headquarters
Recurrent lO, 608 ] 2,556
Extraordinary 7,985 .7..6

Total ]8,99 19,978

locust Survey Teams
Recurrent I,02 26,2
Extraordinary 7 ,2.

Total 9,026

Research xpenses 857 ,568

Extraordinary Control Measures 8,2o5 oh.,78

liabilities of E.A. Anti-
Locust Directorate

Oman Team
Recurrent ,8
xtraordinary 1

Total _,009_

Total Administrative Headquarters,
research exnenses and survey teams

Total extraordinary control measures
58, Z96 5z 799
18,205 404,z78

TOTAL T,207" h.,2T’/

The most striking feature i, of course, the very high exFenditure on extra-
ordinary control measures in 190 -88 percent of the total exnenditure in
that year -which mouuted during 19O-192 after the inceFtion of the Desert
Locust Control to the much higher figure given below. The Revenus o the
Survey was less than B2,000 over the two year p’eriod,99 and ]950.

Net recurrent and extraordinary expenditures of the headquarters and survey
teams and research exrenses of the Desert Locust Survey iu ]98, $949, and
90 P9,O84, B,728, and PA,I6 resnectively were covered by C.D.&W.
Schemes R. & A and D. 120 &A, uuder which 0 percent of exrenditure was



met by a direct grant from H.M. Government, 2 percent from C.D.&W. funds,
and 6 percent by contributions from the East African territories.

Net expenditures on extraordinary control measures in 199 (B]8,20),
covered by C.D.&W. Scheme D. 12 &A., were Drovided by contributions in the
same proportions, O, 2/$, and 6 percent respectively from H.M.Government,
C.D.’&W. funds and the East’ African territories. Net exnendltures on extra-
ordinary control measures in 19O (B0,69) were covered by two other C.D.&,.
Schemes, D. I98 and D. I98A. Sheme D. I98 covered expenditure of 126,210
of which about 6 percent was a direct grant from H.M. Government, 12 percent
a contribution from C.D.&W. funds, and I percent contributions from the East
African territories. Scheme D. I98A covered exnenditure of 2y8,29, of which
about O percent was a direct Erant from H.M. Government, 27 percent a
rant, and 2 percent contributions from the East African territories. Of the
total net expenditure on extraordinary control measures in 19O, 2 nercent was
.rovided by a direct UK grant, 2 .ercent from C.D.&. funds and Fercent
by the East African territories.

In 19A8 and 19O half of the amount Frovide by the East African territories
was contributed by Kenya and one-fourth each by Kenya and Uganda, but in ]99
even though the original estimates followed thls.rinciple -the contributions
were not made in these pronortions.*

The Desert l,ocust Control Organization, which came into operation on
October , 190, sFent from that date to December l, 192, on locust Control,
approximately 2,250,000. This sum was made u of contributions by the three
East African territories, by ritrea, Kuwait, SomaSilnd Protectorate, Sudan,
Tanganyika, Tripolitania, Uganda and the United Kingdom.

The operations of the locust Control are somewhat military in character,
involving firstly intelliEence of the locust Socations and of their vuSnerabi]ity
(if in hopper-stage), and second]y the mountln of ]ogistlca] efforts of
varying size transn.ort, eapons and men -against the honker bands .or swarms.
It is no accepted that the ]ocust .must be sought out and its numbers thinned
in its breeding areas, considerably before it arrives hysically in a crop
area. The urely defensive measures emloyed in earlier years are not considered
adequate. The two main factors determinin the intensity and scone of a lague
are the miratlons of the locusts an their need of warm dam soil to breed.
If the intelligence of location and breeding propensity is elayed in receipt
the difficulty of the subsequent control operation is greatly increased; if
its arrival is timely the locusts often can be destroyed in the early hopper
stage, when they are more con.entrated and less insecticide is required. A
review of some of ths control operations from ]90 through ]92 will nrovide
illustrations of a need for improved intelliEence and the development of more
intimate area-knowledge and other means of forecastinE breeding ]ocatlons.

Sometimes, with weather unfavorable to breeding, he swarms tend to
become dlssipate and spent before reachln the Fst African farming areas.

* "T’e’ amounts conributd by the three territories were as folows):
Kenya .T.ananyik Uand Tota l

198 25,200 12,600 2,600 5C,-’0
199 20,018 9,989 ,60 5,610
1990 I2,12 71,060 71,061 28 ,29



This was the case in October-November of 90 when swarms moving down the
Somali .eninsula towards British East Africa were met with poor breeding
conditions and gradually diminished. The effects of the adverse breeding
conditions, and of concurrent control operations in Ethiopia and Somaliland
could not be predicted, however, and the defensive disposition in Kenya of
] officers, vehicles, and supplies of bait and insecticide was assumed necessary
and was carried out.

During ]9O and early 19I some ,OOO hopper bands were destroyed under
the Organization’s advice by a force of I Italians, 800 Somalis, 270 camels.
A large effort was also required in the Sudan, involving the use of ]92
vehicles and l,OO tons of bran bait, to meet an unexpected invasion from
the Red Sea coast due to abnormal rains. In answer to a request, from Tripoli-
tania an officer of the Organization visited and recommended oerations against
the infestation there, which was also met. with local personnel, using some IO
tons of BHC bran bait. The late ]950 effort in Saudi Arabia was also large,
involving the use of 50 tons of bait in the destruction of some y,OO hopper
bands. In early 19I the situation in Africa, partly as a result of these
and earlier operations, was considerfed under control; but there remained a
threat of invasion via the Arabian Peninsula by swarms then infesting Persia,
Pakistan and India.

Included in the operational experience gathered during this season were
some observations of locusts breeding in areas apparently rendered favorable
by irrigation in Abyan, Aden. Abnormal breeding on the horn of the Somali
Peninsula was also observed but unfortunately not by a swecialist who could
attempt to assess the cause.

In May-June of 19I in Aden when some 80 hopper bands were destroyed
and some 16 flegeling swarms were attacked with BHC bran bait and with BHC
dust, a pressing need for a method to attack mature swarms was strongly
indicated. Officers on hand with dusting equipment were unable to operate
against the flying swarms. In late 19I another experience in Aden again
demonstrated the need for rapid intelligence (and/or means of destroying
mature swarms). Dust used against copulating parent swarm produced only
0 percent kills, and though some 2 tons of BHC bran bait was eventually
used the news of the breeding had arrived ]ate and too many of the locusts
had reached the flying, stage. Iu September-October of ]9I in the thiopian
Highlands the value of local experience was borne out. It was learned that
motor transport equipment could not be em.loyed in such rough country, and
that camels and larger numbers of ersonnel using rimitive methods of baiting
and dusting could operate effectively. The officers with exp’erience in the
more open areas of Arabia were unable to bring their motor transport closer
than a two to three day march from the infested areas; some of the swarms, in
areas varyin from 2,000 to 9,000 feet in elevation, were never reached or
even ] ocated.

Difficulties with local tribes and tribal leaders sometimes nrevented
or hampered work. Some of the escapes of swarms from Somalia in ]ate ]9I
were partly due to the refusal of tribal authorities to permit the anwlica-
tion of insecticides by machinery. The poor communications, favorable
weather for breeding,.thick bush which prevented the use of mechanical
equipment, tribal opposition, and lack of ex.erience in the area were blamed
for a similar failure in the Somaliland Protectorate.
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In Kenya, at the end of 1993, breeding was confined to some 6O square
miles of Maudera District, which at the time of the discovery of the eggs
was isolated by rains with only. one Control Officer at hand. Other officers
s.nd equipment were flown in, however, and the ensuing camwaign resulted in
the destruction of some ,790 hopper bands.

Operations non.tinned on an intensified scale through 1992, with articularly
vigorous operations being carried out on Somali peninsula and lu Ethiopia. The
operations on the Somali peninsula, in which the Italian administratlou
comitted a force of 26 officers, I vehicles and 50 came]s to destroy an
estimated 9,OO0 hopper bands, were credited with having saved East Afrlcats
crops. Success was claimed in keeping large areas virtually clear, and in
preventing a serious invasion of Kenya and Uganda in late 1992. The cost
of all control measures by the Desert locust Control, from October ], ]9O
to December I, 1992, amounted, as stated above, to some B2,290,OO0.

The Desert locust Survey conducts its operations in a much less military
manner than the I.ocust Control. Its basic object is to find "a lasting
solution to the Desert I.ocust Problem." As au agency partly responsible for
the intellience upon which the Control agency bases its ]ans and -more
importantly since it gains its useful knowledge by actual observations of
the locusts, it does operate iu the field more than in the qaboratory. Field
research is carried out by small units of two to five officers, who are
allowed to tackle one problem at a time. The questions which their research
and observations seek to answer pertain to the swarminG habits and the
vulnerabilities of the insect: "Where and why do locusts swarm?" and "How
can they be checked?" are the basic questions.

Mobile research groups follow and observe the swarms, sometimes utilizing
aircraft, to try to obtain answers to the fi’rst question. A large part of the
resources of the Survey, with considerable outside .help, have been devoted
to such direct observation. These movements have been studied in detail in
an attempt to determine their relationship of migrations to weather and climate.

The direction@l preferences of moving, swarms in respect of wind direction
and convergence provides one area of inquiry. This is theorized to be related
to the need of the eggs to absorb water before they can hatch, since points of
wind-convergence often provide a [oint favorable to precipitation. Scattered
locusts are thought also to be drawn together into numbers sufficient for
significant breeding by areas of atmospheric convergence such as cyclones. A
situation map is maintained to indicate the overall migrations and daily’
movements observed by the survey units, providing the Control organization
with much of its strategic intelligence.

The behavior of adult locusts has been a special field of study, with
a special unit assigned. By cosely folowing migrating swarms and maintaining
contact with the air speed of ocusts has been measured (and found to be 7-11
miles per hour); the relation of flight speed to,temperature has been estimated;
the overall speed of swarms, portions of which settle from time to time, has
been estimated; and the factor of "gregarious aSignment" (the tendency of
indlviduas to follow the established course of the swarm disregarding other
factors) has been appraised. It was confirmed that ocusts take off uwwind
and turn downwind when the wind exceeds the velocity of flight.



Hopper behavior is another general area of investigation. The clues
which the color of a given group of hoppers may offer regarding their
immediate roclivities for concentrating have been investigated. Body
temperatures were recorded to attemnt to determine any relationship between
behavior and temperature. Environmental factors affecting population, parti-
cularly the effects of bird predators were studied. Attempts were made to
determine stages in a plague cycle, to discover, for instance, if a large
scattered locust population shouSd be regarded as an indication of a forth-
coming rlague.

The scientists concerned with both hopper and adult investigations stand
a good deal of time in the laboratory. It is claimed that the shutS.ing of
individuals from field to laboratory is both more effective and less costly
than would be the establishment of detailed laboratory facilities accessible
to the field areas. Benefits also are claimed from the cose contact with
other scientists working on the ocust roblem. The Organization retort
mentions as very useful the studis of metabolism in locust fight being
done by a researcher in Copenhagen, who has determined that fat comnrises
fli.ght fuel of locusts and that the insects’ reserves of fat become exhausted
in lOto I hours without feeding.

Because large areas of the habitat of the locust are unexnlored and
unmapped, considerable efforts have been devoted to basic reconnaissance and
mapping. One of the officers of the Survey has dscribd the topography and
provided l:O0,O00 maps Of an area of OC,CCC square miles in the "mrty
Quarter" of Arabia. With the valuable scouting assistance of an aircraft,
one reconnaissance unit explored and mapped a good route through the sands
from the Hadhramaut to Najran, Saudi Arabia.

Since the locust is dangerous only in the swarming these, it is the
incipient swarming which can be checked most remuneratively. An early idea
of altering the prevailing environment along strategic portions of ocusts
range later appeared to be impracticable in view of the vast areas which would
have to be ecologi.cally changed to prevent concentration of the locusts.
Some insecticidal means seemed to provide the most ]ikely target for research
and exoeriment. Experiments in straying, insecticide from small aircraft,
benefiting somewhat in their pl.anning from previous attemnts by other agencies
and from the advice of chemical warfare authorities, had demonstrated by the
end of 952 an apparently sound and effective mean of control through attacking
the mature swarms, previously regarded as invulnerable.

Slow flying airraft fitted with snecial srrayiug equipment devised to
lay a curtain of insecticide across the course of the swarm were emnloyed.
The major wroblem of determining the fight-course of the swarm was solved
by the slow speed of the aircraft, which allowed appraisals of th movements
of individual Socusts to be made from the air. Another problem which had
detered earlier experiments, the assessment of air turbulence which could
rend the curtain of insecticide, was solved b the use of a vrototyne
counting accelerometer borrowed from the Roya Aircraft Establishment, Farn-
borough. In an experiment in early 192 four sarms were attocked near

WaJir, using 888 gallons of insecticide in 21 sorties by one aircraft. An
estimated 99 percent of a swarm covering OO-AO0 acres was destroyed -ith an

expenditure of some 40 gallons. A larger experiment Sate in the year confirmed
these results, indicating that with wroner ase one unit of spray iquid could
kill 20 times its weight in locusts. By March 19 the organization
training and equipning for enlarged exnloitation of this tchniqueo A tota



of seven aircraft, four of which were provided by the Food and Agriculture
Organization and three of which were ordered by the Control Organization,
were to be utilized.

The Survey and Control organizations maintain contacts of various sorts
in all countries directly’ concerned with the control of the dssert locust
which consis of Pakistan, Persia, and India (comprising the Eastern Region);
Jordan, Turkey, SMria, Lebanon, and Egypt (or Centra Region); and the French
African territories (or Western Region). In areas where control operations
are effected, mostly in Northeast Africa, the good will of local and tribal
authorities as wel as the central governments are often prerequisite to
effective operations. Besides the actual contact in the field and at regional
offices these relations are maintained by means of conferences, and sometimes
through advisory and liaison visits.

Coordination with other locust control and research organizations, such
as the Anti Locust Research Centre in Londona,ocust control agencies in
other areas is maintained by visits and attachments of ersonnel. A parti-
cularly important function is the contribution of the two organizations to
the wider pattern of scientific information and. intelligence of locust migra-
tions collated an. disseminated through the Anti l.ocust Research Centre.

Sincerely,
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